
INSTRUCTION SET 
ARCHITECTURE



Classes of ISA
 Two popular versions
⚫Register-Memory ISA
   eg:80x86
⚫Load-store ISA
  eg:MIPS



Memory Addressing
    Use byte addressing to access memory operands

Addressing Modes
   specifies the address of an operand/memory object



Types and sizes of operands
⚫MIPS and 80x86 support operand sizes of 8 

bit,16bit,32bit,64 bit
⚫80x86 supports 80 bit floating point(extended double 

precision)



Operations
          MIPS is a simple and easy-to-pipeline ISA, 80x86 

has a much larger and richer set of operations.
Encoding ISA
⚫Fixed length 
          Eg:MIPS (32 bit)
⚫Variable length
          Eg:80x86(1 to 18 bytes)



Classifying ISA
There are mainly four classes of instruction set
⚫Stack
       operands are implicitly on the top of the stack- operations are 

carried out there.
⚫Accumulator
         one operand is implicitly in the accumulator- other  operand is 

specified along with the instruction.
⚫Register-Memory
         only explicit operands- one operand is in register and the other 

one in memory.
⚫Register-Register
            load-store architecture, only load and store instructions have 

memory operands.











Memory Addressing
   The architecture must define how memory addresses 

are interpreted and how they are specified.
Memory consists of storage cells, each of which can store 

one bit of information( 0 or 1)
Memory is organized so that a group of n bits can be 

stored or retrieved in a single basic operation.



⚫Each group of n bits is referred to as a word of 
information, and n is called word length.

⚫Modern computers have word length ranges from 16 to 
64 bits.

⚫Accessing the memory to store or retrieve a single item 
of information , requires distinct addresses for each 
item location.



   It is customary to use numbers through 
   0 to 2k-1 for some suitable values of k. 

   2k addresses constitute the address space of the 
computer.



Byte addressability



Byte addressability
⚫Most practical assignment is to have successive 

address refer to successive byte locations in the 
memory (byte addressable memory)

⚫Byte locations have addresses 0,1,2,……
⚫If the word length of the machine is 32 bits, successive 

words are located at the addresses 0,4,8, …. With each 
consisting of 4 bytes.



Big Endian and Little Endian Assignments
⚫Big Endian is used when lower byte addresses are 

used for the Most Significant Byte(leftmost byte)of the 
word

Eg: ARM,PowerPC,MIPS
⚫Little Endian is used when lower byte addresses are 

used for the Least Significant Byte (rightmost bytes) of 
the word

Eg: x86, VAX



Big Endian



Little Endian



Aligned and misaligned addresses
⚫Accesses to objects larger than a byte must be aligned, 

as misalignment causes hardware complications.
⚫An access to object of size s bytes at byte address A is 

aligned if A mod s = 0





Addressing Modes
⚫Programs are written in high level language, which 

enables the programmer to use constants, local and 
global variables, pointers and arrays.

⚫When translating a high level language program to 
assembly language  , the compiler must be able to 
implement these constructs using the facilities 
provided in the instruction set of the computer in 
which the program will be run.



⚫The different ways in which the location of an 
operand is specified in an instruction are referred as 
addressing modes.

⚫It specify the address of an object they will access- it 
specify constants and registers in addition to locations 
in memory.

⚫When a memory location is used, the actual memory 
address specified by the addressing mode is called the 
effective address.











Encoding an instruction set
Encoding an instruction into binary representation 

affects,
⚫ The size of the compiled program
⚫ Implementation of the processor
The operation is typically specified in one field, called 

opcode



⚫The important decision is how to encode the 
addressing modes with operations.

⚫The decision depends on the range of addressing 
modes and the degree of independence between 
opcodes and modes.



⚫When encoding the instructions, the number of 
registers and the number of addressing modes have a 
significant impact on the size of the instruction.

The computer architect must balance several competing 
forces when encoding the instruction set:



The computer architect must balance several competing 
forces when encoding the instruction set:



Three popular choices for encoding the 
instruction set:
⚫VARIABLE
It allows virtually all addressing modes to be with all 

operations.
⚫FIXED
It combines the operation and addressing mode into the 

opcode.
⚫HYBRID
It has multiple formats specified by the opcode.





Variable format
⚫More complex, harder to decode
⚫More compact, efficient use of memory
⚫Variable format is best when there are many 

addressing modes to be with all operations.
⚫It generally enables the smallest code representation, 

as no need to include unused fields.



Fixed format
⚫Simple, easily decoded
⚫The fixed format always has the same number of 

operands , with addressing mode specified as part of 
the opcode

⚫Fixed encoding will have only single size for all 
instructions.

⚫It works best when there are few addressing modes 
and operations.

⚫It generally results in he largest code size.



Variable Vs Fixed
⚫The architect who interested in code size than 

performance will choose variable encoding.
⚫The architect who is concerned about performance 

than code size will choose fixed encoding.


